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RR: 0090
Mr. Leonard Leong, Chairman
Environmental Council
c/o Office of Environmental Quality Control
465 South King Street, Room 104
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Dear Mr. Leong:
Environmental Impact Statement Exemption List
Department of Transportation (DOT)
Proposed Amendments
The above referenced document proposes six additions to the DOT
Exemption List, inclUding beach sand restoration at Kuhio and Ala Moana
Beaches, replacement or repair of damaged structures within areas under DOT
jurisdiction, landscaping and/or paving of properties under control of DOT,
and transfer of state lands to and from the DOT. The Environmental Center
has conducted an in-house review of these proposed amendments with the
assistance of Jacquelin Miller.
Exemption 1-D
OUr reviewers concur that an exemption for redistribution of beach sand
is entirely appropriate. However, the importation of new sand, from either
on or offshore sources, potentially may entail significant environmental
effects. For onshore deposits, the limited supply of sand relative to
demand for high end uses in construction aggregates raises a question of the
economy and appropriateness of beach replenishment as a use for this
material. In addition, traffic concerns associated with transportation of
sand to the dense Waikiki District should be examined and appropriately
mitigated. In the case of offshore deposits, although substantial
information is available within literature references which we have examined
pertinent to the quantity and quality of offshore deposits as potential
sources of sand for beach replenishment, these references pointedly refer to
the need for biologic evaluation prior to recovery of sand.
OUr reviewers also questioned the reference in Mr. Hirata's cover memo
to an "approved source." We are unaware of reference to an approving agency
in either HRS 205-46, HRS 205-49, or within any other statutory or
regulatory material relevant to this action.
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Exemption 2-A
OUr reviewers concurred. with all provisions of this proposed amendment
except for the inclusion of "groins, breakwaters, and revetments." Damage
to structures such as these on exposed shorelines may be the result of
chronic and progressive coastal processes. Reconstruction of such
structures without a thorough analysis of site-specific shoreline
instability as evidenced by long term accretion or erosion records would
risk additional unnecessary environmental damage, not to mention a waste of
public funds.
Exemption 4-4
No obj ection.
Exemption 4-5
No obj ection.
Exemption 5-16
No objection.
Exemption 5-17
No objection.
We are grateful for the opportunity to review the proposed exemption
amendments, and we hope that our comments assist your decisionmaking •
sincerely,
<j-Q 'Jo n T. Harrison, Ph. D.
nvironmental Coordinator
cc: OEQC
Roger Fujioka, WRRC
Jacquelin Miller, EC
